We hope that in the academic year '21-'22 we can use the campus again for teaching activities. The aim is to use the campus in combination with the benefits of online education. For your teaching this means to prepare for teaching on campus combined with online activities. EB expects her students to be in Amsterdam, unless the (local) governments make it impossible for students to do so. Then we should take into account to include these remote students by recordings and/or a hybrid-classroom.

**CURRENT SITUATION & EXPECTATIONS**

**13 August** the government decides on the scenario (1,5m or not), therefore prepare for:

**No restrictions**

- EDUCATION
  - You can opt for fully on campus or hybrid activities combined with online activities.
  - State that a course cannot be fully online, unless the programme moved in February '21.

- EXAMS
  - Exams will be digital/write on campus. For those courses of which students are remote, these will be hybrid (1-2 times).

**1.5 m restriction**

- EDUCATION
  - Spaces will not be enough space on the campus, most educational activities will be online again. The hybrid and E-LT-rooms can still be used for small groups.

- EXAMS
  - Exams might be excluded from this rule and will be digital/write on campus if possible, otherwise they will be online.

**HYBRID EDUCATION**

There are three options for hybrid education (teaching on campus with online students simultaneously):

- Hybrid teaching theatres: full hybrid education in theatre-look, 1 fixed-wide angle camera + basic sound, plus a screen and better sound system for full integration of remote students.
- Hybrid learning rooms with basic equipment: 1 fixed-wide angle camera + basic sound.
- Hybrid learning theatres: full hybrid equipment in theatre-look, 2 fixed-wide angle cameras and better sound.

There are also three other options:

- Record an on campus lecture and share it online.
- Live-streaming via Zoom (lectures, no tutorials).
- There are three other options: record an on campus lecture and share it online.

**EDUCATION TOOLKIT**

Aim of the EB education is active learning. To teach students about your topic(s) and to activate them, you can choose different didactical techniques. On the TLC-website we share some ideas for on campus, hybrid and online activities.

For example:

- More knowledge clips: debate theory, including activating questions which students can use in their own time.
- Organise open theses online or on campus to which students can ask their questions and connect the knowledge.
- Encourage to make your own knowledge clips about the theories, problems, tricks from your colleagues.
- More educational facilities in office hours: students can discuss their ideas with each other and draw (organised training).

**SUPPORT**

**LECTURER MEETINGS**

In August the TLC will organise teacher meetings for all EB programmes. Aim of this meeting is to give an update on the situation, the options available to teach in the most optimal manner and how we can support you in your course formats or teaching.

**TECHNICAL TEACHING ASSISTANT**

For support in Zoommoderating, technical support. Contacting students, video-collaborating, you can contact: techassist@uva.nl.

**TEACHING ASSISTANT**

For support during your course regarding your Canvas page, communication with students or grading. You can contact: teachingsupport-eb@uva.nl.

**I-PAD AS WHITEBOARD**

If you want to use a whiteboard for your online teaching or to show in your knowledge clip, you can apply for an I-pad whiteboard.

**TOOLWHEEL**

To help you choose which digital tools you can use to make your teaching more activated! The Toolwheel can be found [here](https://toolwheel.uva.nl).

**TRAINING & ADVICE**

**ACTIVE LEARNING**

From August on we will offer 3 different training sessions and personal advise:

**HYBRID EDUCATION**

A practical guide on how to teach on campus and online at the same time (workshop of 1.5 hour, video, guideline).

**KNOWLEDGE CLIPS**

- How to make your own knowledge clips including tips and tricks from your colleagues in learning modules.
- Plan a meeting with one of our TLC-members to talk about your course and the possibilities in more details.

More information on training sessions via our EB-TLC website or email us.

Also have a look at all training sessions offered by UvA central TLC here.

**CONTACT**

Education support: teachingsupport-eb@uva.nl
Exam support: assessment-feb@uva.nl
Trainings and teacherprofessionalisation: TLC-eb@uva.nl
General: TLC or Janine Smits (j.m.smit2@uva.nl)

**INFORMATION MEETING PERIOD 1 - 14 JULY**